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The Repurposed Spy:  Author’s Debut Thriller Heads to Brazil 

with Retired Teacher Turned Tourist Turned Spy 
 

The Repurposed Spy finds Ronald Jones, an anxiety-ridden and just-retired teacher, 
uncharacteristically booking a one-way ticket to Brazil, a country he visited 40 years 

before. But when a mysterious meeting with Mr Smith sends his innocent tourist plans 
awry, Ronald is immersed in a world of spooks, espionage and a large dose of mortal 

danger. But why does this perilous livelihood feel strangely familiar? 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
UNITED KINGDOM – Published on 24th March 2023, The Repurposed Spy is the impressive debut novel of author Oliver Dowson.   
 
Instantly exceeding expectations of its prosaic protagonist (retired teacher, Ronald Jones) this fast-paced thriller keeps readers 
on the edge of their seats, and despite being peppered with clues and red herrings, delivers a climax that even the most 
seasoned thriller fan would struggle to second guess. 
 
Showcasing the author’s aptitude for intrigue, clever wordsmithing and dark humour, The Repurposed Spy is a first-class 
contemporary thriller that exemplifies, thank heavens, that when it comes to heroes, one size doesn’t fit all. 
 

Synopsis: 
 
After a career in teaching, what Ronald Jones wants to do most with his retirement is travel. He has money, no ties, and a 
hankering to get himself away from it all, heading first for Brazil, where he spent time as a student. 

Adventure is the furthest thing from his mind. 

Then the enigmatic Mr Smith pays a call. Soon Ronald’s plans become disrupted by projects that at first pander to his language 
skills but become increasingly perilous. Jones is flown around South America to destinations of another’s choosing, instructed by 
a Project Controller – human or robot? – and catapulted into a new and very different existence. Mystery. Intrigue. Espionage. 

Who is he really working for? What do they really want? And why? With no apparent experience of this new world, Jones is way 
out of his depth, and in mortal danger. Moody men in suits and shape-shifting female agents are suddenly his daily companions. 
Just how far do these people expect him to take things? And if he cooperates, will they ever bring him back from the edge? 

Evolving from a retired teacher into a spy – repurposed – his character and daily habits change, and faint recollections of his 
distant past materialise.  

Ronald Jones wanted to travel. He got far more than he had bargained for. 

Full of tension, dark humour, and an intelligent and twisty plot with an unpredictable climax, this is modern spy fiction at its 
most entertaining. 

Early readers love the book: 

You become the mysterious reader of a thrilling narrative from a dazzling character - an allegory about what freedom actually 
means.  You will need to read to the finish line to find out.  Do not miss this new Dowson piece"  Jaime Aparicio 
 
“I loved the book! I genuinely loved it. It's not at all I was expecting it to be - in a good way. It was filled with unpredictable twists, 
unforgettable characters, and an end that I didn't see coming but was totally satisfied with. Great book!” Danny Raye 
 



“There is something Orwellian about this story - the central character, Ronald Jones, kept reminding me of Winston Smith in 
1984, always looking over his shoulder. The author keeps you on the edge of your seat throughout, wondering what will next 
befall this hapless and apparently reluctant spy. It is an intriguing tale, narrated in a light, slightly whimsical style that constantly 
keeps you off guard. I rattled through Oliver Dowson’s debut novel at breakneck speed, anxious to get to the denouement. I 
wasn’t disappointed, and neither, I venture, will you." Doug Jackson 
 
“The Repurposed Spy is a page turner. The novel grabbed my attention from the outset and retained my interest throughout. 
That’s the trademark of a good mystery thriller - it keeps you guessing throughout and looking forward to finding out more at the 
end. The twist at the end was really surprising! I did not see that coming, and I’m usually good at predicting the outcome.” BR 
 
“… an incredibly engaging book …you are constantly on the edge of your seat trying to figure out what is going on. The writing 
was a joy to read. The author is a master storyteller, and you are sure to enjoy The Repurposed Spy.” Chelsea Burdick 
 

Published on 24th March 2023 by BKssss, The Repurposed Spy is available in paperback (£9.99 UK $12.99 US) Kindle format 
(£3.99 UK $4.99 US) on Amazon at https://bit.ly/3lPgmPL and from all booksellers and on all ebook platforms 

 

About the author: 

Following a long and successful business career building and managing companies in many countries around the world, Oliver 
has turned his hand to being an author. His first book, a travelogue recounting some of the unlikely and entertaining experiences 
he had in his business travels, “There’s no Business like International Business”, was published in Spring 2022 to critical acclaim. 
His second, a novel, “The Repurposed Spy”, is published in March 2023, and Oliver is already working on the sequel, 
provisionally titled “Spies on Safari”. 

Oliver's top passion is travel, and he has explored over 140 countries for pleasure and business. He is also an enthusiastic cook 
and in international business mentor. You’ll find evidence of these passions throughout his books. 

Born in Lowestoft, the most easterly town in England, he moved to London when he went to university, and has lived there ever 
since, now dividing his time between there and Oviedo, Asturias, Spain, when he's not away adding new experiences further 
afield. 

 

5 examples of topics to ask Oliver to write or talk about: 

 Star ng to write and publish books a er re rement 
 Developing and growing SMEs through Interna onal expansion 
 BLeisure – the joy of combining Business and Leisure in interna onal travel 
 Industrial Espionage – what really goes on and why every company should be on their guard 
 What the business traveller can discover that a tourist may never experience 
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